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Introduction
In the fall of 1996, the British Columbia Ministry of
Education, Skills and Training released its Strate-

gic Plan for the college, institute and agency sectors
of the post-secondary system.

In composing their statements on access, the Stra-
tegic Planning Committee voiced what they under-
stood to be a profound public expectation that
credit transfer in British Columbia will be, or con-
tinue to be, fair, clear and reasonable, resulting in
the smooth and efficient movement of students
through our post-secondary institutions. They state:

"Credit transfer agreements between post-secondary
institutions will assure learners that the accredited
education and training attained in one institution will
be recognized by other post-secondary institutions.
Block transfer agreements will be developed to allow
transfer of credits between institutions, and eliminate
the time consuming process of course-by-course insti-
tutional credit assessment. As part of this initiative, the
Pan-Canadian Protocol on the Transferability of Uni-
versity credits, signed by the Council of Ministers of

Education, Canada, will require transferability across
all first and second year undergraduate programs, and
a review of policy alternatives for further credit trans-
fer beyond first- and second-year undergraduate stud-
ies. In addition the Ministry of Education, Skills and
Training will initiate a forum between the college, in-
stitute and agency system and the university sector to
promote efficient and effective credit transfer arrange-
ments."'

If a central goal of our post-secondary system is
to assure equity of access for our students, and fa-
cilitate student flow between and among institu-
tions, then the fundamental challenge is to accom-
plish this in a system characterized by numerous
autonomous institutions. Part of our response to re-
form propositions will be predicated on whether or
how far we feel we fall short of accomplishing this
goal now.

The purpose of this BCCAT discussion paper is to
explore the concept of block transfer' as an alterna-
tive to, or a supplement to traditional course-by-

1 Ministry of Education, Skills and Training, Charting a New Course: A Strategic Plan for the Future of British Columbia's College. Institute and Agency
System (B.C., 1996) p. 37-39.

2 For the purposes of this paper, the following definition of Block Transfer is assumed: "the process whereby a block of credits is granted to students
who have successfully completed a cluster of courses, or certificate or diploma, which is recognized by the receiving institution as having an
academic wholeness or integrity, and which can be related in a meaningful way to part of the degree program."

Comment and response to this discussion paper Is invited, and encouraged,
See page 12 tor details.
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course transfer in British Columbia. A question
this topic is given at the end of the paper, and
B.C. Council on Admissions and Transfer
your responses to it, or to other is-
sues which are implicit in any in-
quiry into transfer reform. Firstly,
we as post-secondary educators
need to ask is a radical new vision
of transfer in B.C. necessary, de-
sirable and feasible? Or, if institu-
tions feel that our transfer system
is working well, but needs im-
provements, how do they work
collaboratively and effectively to
make those improvements? If
system-wide agreements are pref-
erable to bilateral or even multi-
lateral agreements, how are they
to be managed in an environment
of diverse autonomous institu-
tions? How can current block
transfer arrangements be enhanced? As a post-
secondary community, should we continue to rely
on our traditional processes of negotiating transfer
through voluntary agreements?

on
the

invites

tinized and often different criteria applied in the
case of each type of element.

For example, a student may transfer with an Asso-
ciate of Arts degree' from a col-
lege to a university. That AA de-
gree may contain courses from
two or more institutions, from
B.C. or elsewhere. It may contain
credit earned through course
challenge, or some other non-
traditional assessment method, or
through transfer under an articu-
lation agreement with a non-
public institution, or with a high
school. The sending institution
may use a different GPA scale
from the receiving institution, or a
unique method of calculating
course hours or credit allocation.

Articulation is an

essential component of

our system, but it is also

a voluntary process

which depends on trust

and agreement, and

operates within the

context of autonomous

institutions.

Transfer In British Columbia

Transfer in B.C. is essentially a bilateral process, in
which sending and receiving institutions negoti-

ate credit for a course or program. While there are
some examples of multilateral collaboration, there
is no concept of system-wide transfer, whereby a
course or program might be deemed transferable
not to an individual institution, but within the whole
system. Each institution conducts its own independ-
ent evaluation of all elements of an incoming tran-
script, and each institution retains the right to set its
own requirements and regulations for course stan-
dards and credential requirements. This means that
all institutions maintain administrative structures to
support their sending and receiving roles. It also
means that, except under certain circumstances,
every element on a student's transcript must be scru-

In our present transfer environ-
ment the receiving institution, in

determining what credit to grant, will evaluate each
element independently rather than evaluating the
AA as a whole. The amount of transfer credit
granted will depend on the result of that process.

To some of its proponents the concept of block
transfer includes a radical revisiting of how we view
transfer. For example, one of the assumptions that
underlies Charting a New Course may be that every
academic course a student takes at a sending institu-
tion should transfer automatically to a receiving in-
stitution because it has been developed and taught
and therefore ratified by the sending institution. By
virtue of the institution's membership in our public
system that ratification should extend to each and all
facets of that system. Proponents of this view point
to the fact that B.C. colleges have been offering uni-
versity transfer programs for over 30 years, that ar-
ticulation committees have worked out appropriate
curriculum alignments a long time ago, and that
there is good evidence that college students do well
at universities after they transfer. Receiving institu-
tions should not have the right, they would argue, to
set all the rules and to force sending institutions to
perform always in a reactive role. Block transfer in
this context would mean the automatic transfer of

3 The Associate of Arts and Associate of Science degrees are two year, university-transferable, courses of study offered by BC colleges which require
breadth and depth in the arts or sciences. They emphasize the acquisition of a broad liberal education across a variety of disciplines but also allow
students to concentrate in a subject area.

2 BCCAT Block Transfer Discussion Paper
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all academic credits a sending institution offers, with
"no questions asked." Such a fundamental redefini-
tion of the transfer process would involve radical
changes to our current policies and practices.

Another assumption about block transfer may be
that we can find ways not to "pick
apart" the elements of a transfer
program. If all members of the
system, for example, could reach
reasonable understandings about
what constitutes an acceptable
lower division preparation for the
final two or three years of study in
an academic discipline, then each
institution should be able to con-
struct programs which would ful-
fill those requirements, and desig-
nate them appropriately on the
transcript. Included in this con-
ception might be the agreement of
receiving institutions not to reas-
sess credit noted on the transcript
as earned through transfer from a

the B.C. approach to inter-institutional relation-
ships, which has been characterized by articulation,
negotiation and the voluntary implementation of
agreements. Although this more Canadian way of
doing business has been in the main highly success-

ful, it has also resulted in the af-
firmation that receiving institu-
tions are the power holders in the
transfer process.

Herein lies a central paradox of
the B.C. post-secondary environ-
ment: articulation is an essential
component of our system, but it is
also a voluntary process which
depends on trust and agreement,
and operates within the context
of autonomous institutions. The
nature of these two cornerstone
values, articulation and auton-
omy, and the ways in which they
interact and overlap, must be un-
derstood and considered in any
examination of student move-
ment and access in British

Should we develop a

block transfer system

for arts and sciences

degrees in

British Columbia?

third institution, or through less
traditional forms of assessment. In
other words, all credit is allocated once, and is then
automatically acceptable to all members of the
system.

The concept of post-secondary credit transfer ex-
ists in its most established and sophisticated form in
the U.S. and in B.C. and Alberta, so it is to these juris-
dictions this paper has looked for precedents. How-
ever, the college and university environment in the
U.S. differs in two key respects from that in B.C.
First, many community colleges enrolling thousands
of students can be linked into one "community col-
lege system" with one chancellor and board. Univer-
sity systems frequently comprise many semi-
autonomous campuses, but share one chancellor
and central administration. Coordination and stan-
dardization may be less complex in this situation
than in the B.C. system, although it is interesting to
note that centralized governance does not appear to
have protected those systems from their own trans-
fer problems. Second, it is evident from the transfer
literature that the post-secondary context is often a
highly politicized arena, where change may be a re-
sult of legislation. This willingness to force change
through political processes has not been typical of

Columbia.
The paper begins by exploring how principles of

block transfer have been applied to professional de-
grees in the B.C. post-secondary system, and by de-
scribing some potential improvements to existing
block transfer agreements. It then examines various
potential models of block transfer, as well as exam-
ples from other jurisdictions where block transfer
has been used to facilitate transfer in traditional aca-
demic studies, and presents possible applications of
those principles to B.C. It concludes by inviting re-
sponses from the post-secondary system.

Current Applications of
Block Transfer in B.C.

The 1996-97 B.C. Transfer Guide documents 155
block transfer agreements (BTA's). BTA's repre-

sent a wide spectrum of programs, but the vast ma-
jority are between two year diploma programs in ca-
reer areas and professional degrees.

Eighty-three per cent of all documented block
transfer agreements are represented by business
(54% of all agreements) and professional programs,

April 1997 BCCAT Block Transfer Discussion Paper
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including Nursing, Natural Resources, Social Work,
Education and Lab Science. The remaining agree-
ments are generally individualistic arrangements
between related programs or special purpose lad-
dered degree completion programs provided
through OLA.

The only documented academic block transfer
agreement involves an Associate Degree and is be-
tween Kwantlen University College (A.Sc.) and Uni-
versity College of the Fraser Valley (B.Sc.). This is
also the only documented notation of "guaranteed
admission" associated with a block transfer agree-
ment in the Transfer Guide.

Five universities and all the colleges, university
colleges and institutes in the system have docu-
mented block transfer agreements, although over
half of all BTA's are with the Open University.

Although the majority of BTA's, appear to carry
two years of credit, significant variations of credit al-
location occur, and most note "individual assess-
ment required." In some cases, the credit allocated is
largely unassigned, and in such cases students may
have to take more than two years of additional
coursework to finish their degree.

Diploma programs which transfer as a block can
be quite similar to lower division preparation pro-
grams at the receiving institution. In this case, an in-
depth analysis of course outlines allows for the allo-
cation of assigned and unassigned credit within the
block. This method of course matching is particu-
larly appropriate in the case of programs requiring a
sequential acquisition of concepts or skills, such as
accounting.

However, sending programs can also be substan-
tially different from the normal lower level prepara-
tion programs at the receiving institution. Here, a
holistic approach to credit allocation is utilized,
whereby the receiving department makes an assess-
ment of the overall content and outcomes of the
sending program. This process can include the iden-
tification of gaps in the sending program, and rec-
ommendations for bridging coursework. A holistic
approach is appropriate when the desired back-
ground for the student is more general, perhaps em-
phasizing broad concepts and skills in a particular
field, such as human services.

Diploma students in professional disciplines who
transfer without finishing the diploma are subject to
normal course-by-course transfer assessment pro-

cesses. Depending on the program, they may be al-
located very few credits through this process, even
though a completed program would earn them a
block of 60 credits. Block transfer agreements pro-
vide significant incentive, therefore, for students to
complete their diploma and thereby enhance their
access to degree completion.

In summary, block transfer has been used exten-
sively in B.C. as a vehicle for increasing access to de-
gree completion opportunities for students in pro-
fessional programs. The majority of BTA's involve
two years of credit for a college diploma towards a
university degree in a related field, and most are bi-
lateral agreements negotiated between one sending
and one receiving institution.

Improvements to Block Transfer in
Professional Programs

Several B.C. programs have implemented signifi-
cant variations on the basic bilateral agreement,

which can serve as models for improvements to
block transfer for other programs. For example,
most BTA's are negotiated between sending and re-
ceiving programs which are already well estab-
lished. Programs which have developed in isolation
from each other, frequently tailored to specific com-
munity, scholarly, or employment-related impera-
tives, must then try to establish a fit between send-
ing and receiving curricula. If new program
developers can be cognizant of programmatic ele-
ments which effect transfer, laddered "learning sys-
tems" can be established which provide for student
transitions from high school to degree completion.
The new "B.C. Tourism Learning System" is an inno-
vative model which not only does that but also links
with apprenticeship and industry. Care must be
taken, however, that pre-planning processes do not
inhibit innovation, which is also a necessary part of
program growth and development.

Bilateral BTA's can be time-consuming to negoti-
ate individually. Royal Roads University and the Uni-
versity College of the Fraser Valley are adopting a
multilateral approach in some of their programs by
advertising to the system that graduates of two year
diploma programs are "eligible to apply" to their de-
gree completion programs. Although each institu-
tion has taken a slightly different approach, they

4 BCCAT Block Transfer Discussion Paper
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both accept the block transfer of
a diploma program as an ac-
ceptable entry criteria to the fi-
nal two years of their degree.
The Child and Youth Care Edu-
cation Consortium introduces
further efficiencies into the
transfer process. All post-
secondary institutions offering
child and youth care degrees or
diplomas, or allied human serv-
ice programs, are represented
on the Consortium, and col-
laboratively manage core cur-
riculum, professional issues,

and block transfer arrange-
ments. The arrangements are
common to all the receiving
programs in the Consortium, so
a student knows exactly what
he/she has to do to be eligible to transfer to any one
of the receiving institutions in B.C. offering a degree
in Child and Youth Care.

Information about all BTA's in B.C. needs to be
more accessible to students. The block transfer sec-
tion of the Transfer Guide, both print and on-line,
could be expanded to include multilateral
agreements.

c
Block transfer agreements

provide significant
incentive for students in
professional programs to
complete their diploma

and thereby enhance their
access to degree

completion.

Block Transfer in the Arts and Sciences

Although block transfer is well established in the
professional areas, there are few examples of its

application to academic programs. The Business
and Commerce Agreement documented on page 28
of the 1996-97 Transfer Guide is not a block transfer
arrangement, but rather a general statement of prin-
ciples, although it does illustrate a coordinated ap-
proach to transfer in one discipline. The associate
degree receives priority admission at SFU, but does
not provide block transfer to any receiving institu-
tion, with one exception noted above.

The Provincial Strategic Planning Committee's in-
tention was to explore the feasibility of extending
the principles of block transfer to academic degrees.
In formulating this objective, the Committee was no
doubt influenced by the success of BTA's in the pro-
fessional areas, and in reports from other jurisdic-

tions, primarily the U.S., of the
application of block transfer
principles to academic degrees.
The important questions the
Committee has asked the B.C.
Council on Admissions and
Transfer to examine are centred
on whether block transfer can
enhance and ease transfer pro-
cesses and reduce student frus-
tration, and whether it will elimi-
nate the need for course-by-
course assessment of credit.

Arts and science programs in
B.C. differ in many respects from
professional programs. Several
key factors must be taken into ac-
count in any debate about the
application of models of block
transfer to the academic context:

LI Unlike career and professional programs, tradi-
tional course-by-course transfer is well estab-
lished and understood in the academic
disciplines, and documented in the B.C. Transfer
Guide.

U Course-by-course transfer has been utilized in
most academic disciplines because students have
to establish not only how many credits they have
but whether they have fulfilled the lower division
requirements of the degree or the major.

U Academic students transfer with a wide variety of
credits, from 3 to 60. Block transfer agreements
are usually formulated to deal with complete di-
plomas, or with clusters of coursework, but many
academic students do not have significant
"blocks."

U There is only one system-wide two year academic
credential in B.C., the Associate Degree. It was
not formulated as a vehicle for transfer, and is not
particularly suited for block transfer, as it is gen-
eral in nature, and contains few prescriptions for
the inclusion of lower level requirements for spe-
cific degrees or majors.

U There are no accepted common elements for all
degrees in B.C. which could be "blocked," as is
the case with the General Education Core Cur-
riculum in many U.S. states.

U Each university or university college has the right
to set its own requirements for majors, and these

April 1997 BCCAT Block Transfer Discussion Paper
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are frequently quite diverse. There is no standard-
ized curriculum for any academic major areas, al-
though similarities can exist from institution to
institution.
In addition to these factors, the B.C. post-

secondary context encompasses many autonomous
institutions. And these institutions are growing in
number and complexity: the B.C. Transfer Guide
now lists ten receiving institutions whereas five
years ago it listed four. Within each institution, pri-
mary responsibility for curriculum matters rests in
the individual department, while responsibility for
institutional agreements may be shared with the
Senate, Education Council or Board. Provincial
post-secondary articulation committees meet for
each academic discipline to make sure curriculum is
aligned across institutions, but these committees
have no power to dictate or demand curriculum
change. "Full transfer," rather than block transfer, is
the main goal for these committees and for aca-
demic students.

Given this context, a significant challenge for the
B.C. post-secondary system has always been to
maintain choice and diversity in degrees while bal-
ancing the needs of students to transfer smoothly
between and among the member institutions. This
delicate equilibrium has always been worked out
through a process of communication, adaptation
and compromise, although sending programs are
most often in the position of making those adapta-
tions. There has been no tradition of government
legislative or regulatory measures to intervene in
transfer relationships between institutions, beyond
the initial establishment of transferring institutions.

A system characterized by diversity of degree op-
tions benefits students because they can exercise
choice in a differentiated marketplace. It is also in
the best interests of the province as a whole, since it
creates an environment where programs are en-

couraged to adapt and relate to various conditions
of location, economy or evolving social factors.
Maintaining choice and diversity of programs at re-
ceiving institutions, however, has also created sig-
nificant challenges for sending institutions in B.C.
Colleges, especially the smaller colleges, have expe-
rienced difficulty providing the range of courses stu-
dents need, and can find themselves in particularly
frustrating situations when one of the receiving in-
stitutions undertakes a major curriculum revision. In
addition, a college may feel that courses particularly
relevant to its geographic or cultural context, or the
expertise of its faculty, are not appropriate for trans-
fer students if they do not fit the requirements of the
major at a receiving institution. Instead of feeling
like true partners in the enterprise of designing and
teaching their discipline, college faculty may feel
that their contributions are not valued except as de-
liverers of the university-dictated curriculum.

As evidence that these challenges have been met
on the whole, the B.C. post-secondary system is
generally recognized in Canada as the most well in-
tegrated in the country, with a long standing transfer
environment. As such, it is the envy of many other
provinces which are only now trying to emulate our
policies in this regard.

Nevertheless, the imperatives of access and eq-
uity require that we continue to examine all options
which have the potential to improve or ease transfer
for our students. At the same time, college faculty
are expressing the need for more flexibility in the
curriculum. Block transfer models have proven to
be effective vehicles for introducing both more co-
ordination and more flexibility into the academic
transfer environment in some U.S. states. While not
entirely fitting the B.C. context, some of these mod-
els may provide some useful precedents for extend-
ing block transfer to academic degrees in B.C. As
such, they deserve our attention.

Full Transfer is defined as "transfer with no loss of credit up to stated institutional maximum, with optimal course to course equivalency (assigned
credit)."

An electronic version of this document is available as an Adobe Acrobat* portable document
(PDF file) at the BCCAT Net Web site: www.islandnet.comibccat
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Model 1:
System-Wide Transfer

The most radical revision of the B.C. transfer sys-
tem would be one encompassing the automatic

acceptance of all transfer courses by all members of
the system. Although there are no precedents for
complete system-wide transfer in North America of
Which we are aware, some State legislatures (Mary-
land for example) have been
very directive in regards to uni-
versities accepting whatever
the colleges offer, as long as the
courses fulfill specified criteria.
In this model transfer would be
viewed as a systemic instead of
a bilateral process, with all first
and second year courses from
a// member institutions forming
the inventory of transferable
courses within the system. Ex-
amination of arts and science
course outlines at each institu-
tion would focus on whether
designated equivalency could
be established, but not on
whether the course was worthy
of credit. Transfer students at colleges would be
guaranteed that every course they took would trans-
fer to every public post-secondary institution in the
province. Moreover, students at universities who
transferred to a college, institute or other university
would have the same guarantee.'

Because every degree has specific requirements,
students who accumulate "system-wide" credits in
this way would still need to pay attention to exactly
whatcredit they have at which institution. A simple
accumulation of credits would not guarantee that
they could complete their degree upon transfer in
the minimum time. Therefore, course-by-course al-
location of credit would still be essential within this
system. Currently, in B.C., the Open Learning
Agency approaches most closely the idea of system
wide transfer with the flexible credit transfer poli-
cies, and the "credit bank" it has developed.

Model 2:
General Education Core Curriculum and
the "First Year Transfer Program"

The vehicle for improving transfer most often
cited in the U.S. transfer literature is the General

Education Core Curriculum, or GECC. A GECC pro-
vides exposure to the humanities, social sciences
and science perspectives considered fundamental

to post-secondary education.
A widespread approach has
been for an "Intersegmental
Coordinating Committee" or a
Higher Education Commission
to formulate collaboratively a
set of criteria for courses
which satisfy the general edu-
cation requirements at the uni-
versity, universities, or univer-
sity system. In some instances
the general criteria for GECC
courses are established by leg-
islation, but the choice of
courses deemed to satisfy
those criteria is entirely the re-
sponsibility of the sending
institutions.

A common strategy is to list the knowledge and
skills to be attained through the GECC, and then ei-
ther list the courses, or the types of courses which
could help students attain those outcomes. Fre-
quently the "listing" and "delisting" of courses is a
highly contentious process. Common to all these
approaches is the idea that the GECC is pursued
through an accumulation of courses and credits
which form part of the eventual requirements for
the degree. In general, GECC's range from 30 to 45
credits.

The idea of all or most degrees containing a gen-
eral education component is not one which has
been explicit in B.C., although many programs
avoid excessive specialization at the lower divisions,
and students are generally not required to declare a
major until the end of their second year. In addition,
most arts degrees have sufficient flexibility at the

A significant challenge for

the B.C. post-secondary

system has always been to

maintain choice and
diversity in degrees while

balancing the needs of
students to transfer smoothly

between and among the
member institutions.

5 Under university policy, university-to-university transfer is currently not covered by bilateral agreements in BC, or provided for in the transfer guide.
Students who transfer between universities, therefore, can sometimes encounter more problems than do students who transfer from a college to a
university.
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first and second year level to allow students to sam-
ple and experiment, and to gather electives to fulfill
the breadth requirements of the degree.

The closest fit of a GECC to the B.C. context may
be the idea of a common "First Year Transfer Pro-
gram" of 30 credits. Such a program might incorpo-
rate the ideals of the GECC, and be flexible enough
to accommodate the sampling function of first year
courses, but also include the highest common de-
nominators of first year requirements for all B.C. de-
gree granting institutions (e.g. U BC's first year Eng-
lish requirement). Each institution could specify the
degree programs for which students with the first
year transfer program would be acceptable. Some
degree programs are so specialized from the first
year that a general First Year Transfer Program might
not be an adequate preparation.

Since most students who choose 30 credits of uni-
versity transferable courses at a B.C. college now
would likely get full transfer credit anyway, the
benefit of this concept would be in the security it
would confer on transfer students in the face of the
increasing complexity of the degree granting scene
in B.C. Such a transfer program, then, would be use-
ful only if it guaranteed a full 30 credit transfer to a
reasonable number of degree programs at all B.C.
universities and university colleges.

Although most students do not stay for two full
years at a college, nevertheless a 30 credit transfer
program may be seen as an undue enticement to
students to leave after one year, thereby undermin-
ing the colleges' ability to offer two years of study.
Incorporating a "First Year Transfer Program" into
the two year associate degree might address this last
issue.

Model 3:
Standardized Pre-Major Curriculum

Because each college and university in B.C. inde-
pendently designs its own programs, a degree in

one discipline can look quite different in curriculum
design, emphases and requirements from institution
to institution. When the differentiation starts at the
first and second year level, as it frequently has to in

order to support upper division offerings, students
intending to transfer may find themselves treading a
path through a bewildering assortment of different
requirements, or forced to choose their courses ini-
tially with only one particular receiving institution in
mind.

In the U.S., North Carolina has moved towards
addressing this problem by instituting a library of
first and second year courses which must be used by
all colleges in constructing curriculum. In Florida
and Arizona, collaborative committees have been
established to design standardized prerequisite or
"pre-major" programs. Florida also required "that a
single level, either upper or lower, was to be as-
signed to each course,' thus addressing the prob-
lem of "upper division creep" identified in some of
the transfer literature.

In B.C., some articulation committees have al-
ready moved towards a high level of agreement on
common curricular elements in first and second
year. Others have expressed a desire to explore the
idea but need time and support to work out agree-
ments. While articulation committees can accom-
plish much, their recommendations are not binding
on individual departments. Specialized task forces,
empowered to agree on changes, may be the appro-
priate bodies to discuss the aligning of curriculum.

A reconfiguring of the associate degree (minor
changes only may be needed) to emphasize a com-
bination of a first year transfer program and a stan-
dardized "concentration" in a discipline (the "pre-
major" program) can be explored. Most students in
B.C., however, transfer with fewer than 60 credits, so
it is important not to link the idea of a "block" for
academic students inextricably with the completion
of a credential such as the AA degree. Both the 30
credit "First Year Transfer Program" described
above, as well as standardized subject area concen-
trations or "pre-major" clusters, should be viewed as
blocks. This "modular" approach to block transfer
may be easier to implement and monitor than one
which encompasses a complete two year program.

6 R.E. LeMon and Gita Wijesinghe Pitter, "Standardizing Across Institutions: Now That We All Look Alike, What Do We Look Like?" Paper presented to
the Association of Institutional Researchers, May 1996, Office of Academic Program Review, State University System of Florida.
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Model 4:
Flexible Pre-Major Program

An interesting aspect of the collaborative "pre-
major" planning exercise currently underway in

Arizona is that there is no expectation that every
program must be totally standardized, although
each should contain some elements of common
coursework. In many cases the standardization of
curriculum is neither practical nor desirable, espe-
cially if it has the effect of stifling innovation or di-
versity. In such instances, an alternative to the Stan-
dardized Curriculum might be a "Flexible Pre-major
Program" model. Collaborative committees might
devise and agree on a set of flexible alternatives, any
of which would constitute an acceptable set of
lower division courses for entry into a degree pro-
gram at the third year level. These alternatives could
be based on a set of statements or principles collec-
tively devised by the committee. Within a six course
(18 semester credits) lower division Flexible Pre-
major Program in English, for example, an articula-
tion committee might establish two
or three common required courses,
including, say, a writing course, a
literature survey course, a genre
course, or a theory course, as well
as either a list of acceptable alterna-
tives for the remaining courses, or a
statement such as "any university
level English course." Alternately, it
could establish only a list of accept-
able courses, with no standard re-
quirements, or simply a set of prin-
ciples to govern the choice of
courses. In any case, each partici-
pating institution would undertake
to accept the flexible transfer pro-
gram as fulfilling their pre-major re-
quirements. Even if the student re-
ceived a mixture of assigned and

Model 5:
Learning Outcomes Model

In essence, this model compares the outcomes of
the sending program with the entry requirements

of the receiving program, but it does so not by an
examination of the detailed content, or entry and
performance requirements of the sending program,
or by a holistic assessment of the overall content of
the sending program, but through an agreed set of
desired learning outcomes. These outcomes may be
set by the sending or the receiving institution, or es-
tablished through a collaborative process, and con-
stitute the desired knowledge, skills, abilities, and
sometimes attitudes of students entering the univer-
sity program. Assessment can take place through a
variety of instruments, which can include, for exam-
ple, examinations, portfolio or interviews, since it is
recognized that students may achieve these out-
comes a number of different ways.

There are currently no examples of this approach
to block transfer in B.C., although many colleges

have shown interest in adopting the
Learning Outcomes approach to
curriculum and assessment, utiliz-
ing the expertise developed at the
Centre for Curriculum, Transfer and
Technology. The approach to the
GECC taken in Illinois can perhaps
be used to illustrate a partial learn-
ing outcomes model of transfer.

In Illinois, joint sending/receiv-
ing committees were established
for each subject area. These com-
mittees established the learning
outcomes for that area, and listed
the objectives or competencies the
students were expected to achieve.
Following the establishment of
those outcomes, a list of courses
was agreed upon. This list did not

Block transfer models

have proven to be

effective vehicles for

introducing more

coordination and

more flexibility into
the academic transfer

environment.

unassigned credit at the receiving
institution, his/her transfer program would qualify
him/her to move into the major at the third year
level, with no necessity to pick up additional lower
division courses.

contain specific course codes,
rather it listed generic types of courses within each
discipline which were deemed acceptable.

Learning Outcomes advocates may point out that
going from a description of outcomes to a list of
courses that will satisfy those outcomes merely in-
terposes another step into the more traditional
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course listing method used to construct a transfer ar-
rangement. The Illinois approach illustrates a

method of fitting the notion of outcomes into the
traditional context of academic organization, utiliz-
ing mainstream procedures of course and credit as-
sessment and without the need for wholesale re-
form of traditional curriculum and assessment. A

block transfer based on a "pure" outcomes
approach might be a huge undertaking, but would
certainly provide "an opportunity to think deeply
about the objectives of our curriculum"' rather than
basing program design or course articulation on tra-
dition or habit.
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MODEL........... . ..... . ....................... .... . ..

1. System-wide Transfer All university-level courses delivered by any
public post-secondary institution would
automatically transfer to all post-secondary
institutions.

2. GECC
(General Education Core Curriculum)

A required collection of courses designed to
provide the exposure to humanities, social
sciences and science perspectives considered
essential to many degrees.

3. Standardized Pre-Major Program Curriculum for the 1st and 2nd year
prerequisites for the major is standardized for
each discipline across all post-secondary
institutions. (All institutions teach the same
courses.)

4. Flexible Pre-Major Program Curriculum for the 1st and 2nd year
prerequisites for the major is chosen from a
flexible set of courses, based on collaboratively
established criteria. (All institutions may teach
some of the same courses.)

5. Learning Outcomes Transfer credit based on outcomes achieved,
not on curriculum covered or courses taken.

or
Curriculum for "block" established
collaboratively based on desired knowledge,
skills and abilities (outcomes) the students must
achieve.

6. Descriptive Pathways Curriculum committees (or other groups)
collaborate to agree on a "grid" which lists
courses currently taught at sending institutions
which students can take to transfer to all
receiving institutions in the province.

7 Mark Battersby. "Outcomes .Based Education: A College Faculty Perspective," The Learning Quarterly (B.C. Centre for Curriculum, Transfer and
'technology. February 1997)
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Model 6:
Descriptive Pathways Model

The final model of block transfer is probably bet-
ter described as a method of describing for stu-

dents the best paths to full transfer. Full transfer into
the program of their choice, as we know, is entirely
accessible to many transfer students in B.C. as long
as they have chosen their courses judiciously, and
have had access to correct and up to date informa-
tion or advising. Too often, students who have lost
credits upon transfer, or who find that they have to
pick up additional lower level credits before they
can continue, also discover that such mistakes might
have been preventable.

Block transfer, in the sense of "full transfer" with
no loss of credit and no necessity to take additional
courses, may be entirely attainable for students in
many disciplines if sending and receiving institu-
tions were to collaborate to produce a "Transfer
Grid" listing all recommended or acceptable courses
for each institution.' By following this grid a student
at any college or university in the system should
know exactly how to transfer two full years of credit
to their intended degree program.

Such approaches can be labeled "block transfer"
but need not involve signed, formal agreements, the
application of system-wide principles to a negotiat-
ing process, or any other complicated and time con-
suming procedures. Each articulation committee
could construct the grid for its own discipline. This
would work best where all receiving institutions of-
fered reasonably equivalent or comparable pro-
grams, and as long as there were no contentious is-
sues of curriculum involved. The real power and
value of such descriptive pathways, besides their
use as advising tools, is in the security it confers on
students and others, through the increased percep-
tion that clear and reliable paths to transfer exist,
and in the system-wide application of the grid wher-
ever possible.

Block Transfer for Academic Programs:
Additional Considerations

mportant questions remain regarding the feasibil-
ity of implementing block transfer for academic

programs in B.C. The first question is, of course, is it
worthwhile? Given the nature and complexities of
the issues, might we be better advised to try to make
overall improvements to our current model of
course-by-course transfer so that "full transfer" is
achievable for all students in the academic area?

Professional program BTA's by their nature are of-
ten constructed in such a way as to include few or
no course-to-course equivalencies. While this is

functional for programs for which little or no tradi-
tional transfer exists, if the same approach was ap-
plied to academic block transfer the results could be
very disadvantageous to students, since specific
equivalencies are important to fulfilling degree re-
quirements. A simple application of block transfer
principles as they currently apply to career and pro-
fessional programs in B.C., to arts and science de-
grees would not therefore constitute an improve-
ment to transfer for B.C. academic students.

The matter of "second order transfer credit" has
been referred to in the introduction. Most institu-
tions have policies in place which require students
to present original transcripts for all courses. In the
case of block transfer arrangements, some course-
work may be of an untraditional or non-academic
nature, which may not be acceptable to a further re-
ceiving institution, or to a degree or post-degree ac-
crediting agency. As more institutions in B.C. be-
come involved in negotiating BTA's, and if the
principles of block transfer are extended to aca-
demic degrees, issues of second order transfer
credit must be clearly understood and explicated.
External accrediting agencies, such as the B.C. Col-
lege of Teachers, must also be included in these
discussions.

8 Such a grid, labeled the "Tri-University Block Transfer Agreement for Biological Sciences' is illustrated on p 23 of the 1996.97 Alberta Transfer Guide.

Comment and response to this discussion paper is invited, and encouraged.
See page 12 for details.
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Conclusion

Any successful revision, if needed, to our current
transfer policies in British Columbia will require

the full agreement and collaboration of all partners
in the system. If reform is considered beneficial or
necessary, but agreement cannot be reached, is it an
acceptable option to turn to a legislative process to
accomplish it? Can institutional autonomy be main-
tained in an environment where compliance is legis-
lated, rather than where change is voluntary? Can
transfer be smoothed while still maintaining choice
and diversity in degrees?

The questions given below encompass the main
issues raised by the Strategic Plan, and examined in
this discussion paper. The B.C. Council on Admis-
sions and Transfer invites your response, individual
or institutional, to these questions, or to any others
posed by this examination of our transfer system.
Responses to this paper will form part of the basis
for further discourse on the future of credit transfer
in B.C. It is vital that the Council is able to solicit and
depict accurately the opinions of all sectors and
members of the system in any deliberation about
best practice and policy in transfer.
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Should we develop a block transfer sys-
tem for arts and sciences degrees in
British Columbia?

If YES:

U Should block transfer supplement or replace our
current course to course transfer system?

U Which model or models of block transfer (ranked
in order of preference) are most feasible for our
British Columbia context?

U Should block transfer be implemented through
legislation, or only through voluntary agreement
by participating institutions?

If NO:

U What improvements, if any, would you suggest to
our current system of credit transfer?

Responses may be submitted by mail, fax or e-
mail to:

Block Transfer Committee
B.C. Council on Admissions and Transfer
709-555 Seymour St.
Vancouver, BC V6B 3H6

Fax: (604) 683-0576
E-mail: bccat@bcit bc.ca
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September 30, 1997
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